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SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-DFROM THE DIRECTORS DESK

A  N E W 
S TA R 

I S 
B O R N

A Supernova is described as the 
largest explosion in the galaxy, 
and a new star is born

Supernova Depil by Helia-D, created by 
Melinda Hazafi van der Walt, a master wax expert, 
designed a revolutionary concept to move away 
from traditional waxing by keeping wax simple and 
effective by creating a fun and enjoyable waxing 
experience.

HELIA-D & SUPERNOVA KFT. 

Helia-D South Africa was established in 1990. Melinda Hazafi van der Walt, 
the director of Helia-D and Helia-D International Health & Beauty Training 
College moved the operations from South Africa to Hungary, Europe, in 
2020. 

Melinda is the developer, manufacturer and heads up the distribution and 
training for the Supernova Depil by Helia-D waxes.  

She joined forces with partner Péter Budaházy, the owner and manufacturer 
of Helia-D Kft in Hungary  

MANUFACTURING STANDARDS are maintained at the highest levels in 
line with EU regulations and certifications. 

OUR CORE VALUES
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SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-DMELINDA’S WAXING LEGACY

MELINDA'S WAXING LEGACY

D E V E L O P E D 
B Y  A 

M A S T E R C L A S S 
WA X 

S P E C I A L I S T

expands over 25 years, in Southern Africa, as a leading professional wax trainer for 
Intimate and full body waxing for men and women. Revered by her Melinda 
salon wax clients for over 20 years, she quickly became the fastest waxer in the 
professional beauty industry.  

By Invitation, Melinda trains her unique wax techniques for face, body and intimate 
wax to thousands of students and cosmeticians. Beauty schools, beauty salons, 
numerous franchise training groups, and trade shows in Southern Africa have 
widely enjoyed her training.  

The well-known Melinda wax brand, developed in 2005, was a blended rosin-
based depilatory wax inspired by delightful fruits, cocktails, and semi-precious 
metals. However, Melinda, a masterclass wax professional, wanted to take waxing 
to a new level by developing the unique synthetic resin-based Supernova wax 
brand for cosmeticians, incorporating years of extensive research and experience, 
and differentiating it from other waxes. As a result, the scientifically formulated 
Supernova brand grew exponentially in a few short years. 

Supernova Depil by Helia-D by Helia-D celebrates the unity of Melinda and 
Supernova wax brands, bringing the best of both worlds of rosin and synthetic 
resin-based waxes to professionals.  

Melinda trains her unique waxing techniques via webinars and videos on the website 
and social media platforms that offer specialised training, tips & tricks.  
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SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-D

F L E X I B I L E 
A N D 

E L A S T I C AT E D 
WA X

KEEPING IT SIMPLE, FUN AND EFFECTIVE

FACTORS THAT CAN 
CAUSE WAX TO CRACK OR 
BREAK ON REMOVAL: 

1. Room temperature is not suitable for waxing, or  
2. Cosmetician leaves the wax on for very long, or  
3. Leaves very thin edges on the wax application to 
 dry faster and not remove as easily as the rest. 

A scientifically formulated wax that uses the best quality 
ingredients from international suppliers. As a result, the waxes are 
not susceptible to seasonal changes and inconsistency as experienced 
when using only naturally based rosins.   

A low temperature wax and is thinly applied with fewer 
applications resulting in a strong pulling action allowing cosmeticians 
to wax more clients in less time.  

The formulations are developed and suited for beginners and 
professionals to wax all skin types, including sensitive skins, as they 
are gentle, soft, easy to use, and less uncomfortable. In addition, skin 
lifting and waxing perils can be reduced during waxing as cosmeticians 
can train with Melinda techniques.  

Cosmeticians will feel the difference with these unique, clean based 
wax formulations and enjoy the quick application and removal action. 

Premium and Fusion Hot wax includes high-
quality ingredients containing a synthetic beeswax 
blend and is effective as a MULTIDIRECTIONAL 
wax. Premium and Fusion Film wax are best suited 
for sensitive skin types as they contain NO synthetic 
beeswax blend. Application and removal are quick 
and easy, with fewer applications 

We are REVOLUTIONISING waxing by bringing 
MY WAX MY WAY® unique concept to cosmeticians to add 
glitz and glamour to waxing. Cosmeticians can have fun and 
personalise their wax by adding designer Colour and Glitter 
cubes to the Premium and Fusion waxes for an enjoyable 
waxing experience. 

Our range of waxes are elasticated, gentle and apply smoothly 
to the skin. The removal is effective with reduced pain.  Premium 
waxes are THINLY applied and can be removed efficiently 
within a few seconds, dependent on hair growth.  As a result, 
cosmeticians can enjoy reduced treatment wax times without the 
nuisance of wax cracking or breaking. 

SIMPLE

FUN

EFFECTIVE
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SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-DWAX PREPARATION CHECKLIST

WAX PREPARATION CHECKLIST 

✔ Ensure that room temperature is at 20-25 °C 

✔ Ensure that the temperature of the wax in the heaters is 
 correct before application 

✔ Ensure all accessories are available for wax treatments 

✔  Consult with the client and explain the treatments 

✔  Explain contraindications to waxing and homecare advice 

✔  Use disposable gloves for all wax treatments 

✔ Use a clean spatula as double-dipping is not hygienic 

SUPERNOVA PRODUCTS
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STEP 1-2-3PREPARE THE SKIN FOR WAXING

M
ET

H
O

D
O

LO
G

Y PREPARE THE SKIN 
FOR WAXING  

APPLICATION AND 
REMOVAL

AFTER WAX CARE

PREPARE THE SKIN FOR WAXING  

PREP & CLEANSE 
250ml (8,45 FL OZ)

Benefit: Removes oiliness, perspiration, pollution, make-up, and lotions

An active ingredient is Zinc oxide which effectively cleanses and soothes 
the skin. A white residue is observed after it is applied, and this helps the 
cosmeticians to see which areas need to be waxed.

Allantoin improves skin moisture retention by providing a smoothening effect 
and may protect the skin as an anti-irritant.

How to use: Shake well before use!  

Apply the Prep & Cleanse on a cotton pad and thoroughly cleanse the area to 
be waxed. If the skin is moist, then apply talc powder. 

  Bar code: 5999861653003 
  Article Nr. TWT01025010 

55-63°C
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STEP 1-2-3

HOT WAX PREMIUM 
1000ml 8x125 ml CUBES (33,82 FL OZ) 

• Premium range is rosin free wax and is best used for sensitive  
 skin types 
• Create your wax with the Colour & Glitter cube available as  
 a three-pack selection 

This amazing, rosin free, scientifically formulated, elasticated wax 
is easily applied to all areas of the body. It dries quickly, without 
breaking or cracking on removal. Excellent hair removal  It is advised 
to use on all skin types, especially on sensitive skin. It leaves the skin 
feeling smooth and silky without any sticky residue.  

  Bar code: 5999861653089 
  Article Nr. TWT05100024 

HOT WAX FUSION 
1000ml 8x125 ml CUBES (33,82 FL OZ) 

• Fusion range is a high-quality rosin blend that removes soft and  
 strong hairs for all skin types 
• Style your wax by adding more variation with the Colour &  
 Glitter cube as a three-pack selection 

It is an elasticated wax, rosin blend-based wax that has a silky 
application. It dries quickly, without breaking or cracking on removal. It 
is advised to use on all skin types. It leaves the skin feeling smooth and 
silky without any sticky residue. 

Caution: Allergic reactions to rosin include redness, tingling and 
hives.  
Tip: Advise clients to take antihistamines before and after waxing 
appointments.  

  Bar code: 5999861653164  
  Article Nr. TWT09100024 

55-63°C
wax heater
temperature

52-60°C
wax heater
temperature

APPLICATION AND REMOVAL HOT WAX                          

APPLICATION AND REMOVAL

HOT WAX

HOT WAX also known as hard or traditional wax and is best used on 
the face, bikini, and underarm. Some cosmeticians also prefer to use 
it on the larger body areas, including the back, chest, legs, and arms. 
However, it is unhygienic to recycle wax and can become expensive 
for the client compared to using strip wax, otherwise known as soft 
wax, on the body.  

BENEFITS:  
• Multidirectional wax that is flexible, strong and is easy to apply  
• Sensational fragrances for clients to enjoy whilst waxing 
• Best for fast waxers using fewer applications effective hair removal 

HOW TO USE HOT WAX:  
Supernova Depil by Helia-D Hot Wax is a LOW-temperature wax. 
This unique multidirectional wax formulation can be applied in the 
opposite direction of hair growth for strong darker hairs and applied 
in the same direction of hair growth for fine light-coloured hairs.  
Removal is ALWAYS in the opposite direction of hair growth, parallel 
to the body, to prevent breaking the hairs or lifting the skin. 

AREAS RECOMMENDED: Face, eyebrow, nose, ears, lip, chin, 
underarm, arms, bikini & intimate, legs, chest, back and full legs  
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STEP 1-2-3

FILM WAX PREMIUM 
1000ml 8x125 ml CUBES (33,82 FL OZ) 

• Premium range is rosin free wax and is best used for sensitive 
 skin types 
• Create your wax with the Colour & Glitter cube three-pack 
 selection 

It is a scientifically formulated, elasticated, rosin free wax that contains 
no synthetic beeswax blend suited for sensitive skins and is 
easily applied to all body areas. It dries quickly, without breaking 
or cracking on removal. It is advised to use on all skin types, especially 
on sensitive ones. It leaves the skin feeling smooth and silky without 
any sticky residue.  

  Bar code: 5999861653102 
  Article Nr. TWT06100024 

FILM WAX FUSION 
1000ml 8x125 ml CUBES (33,82 FL OZ) 

• Fusion range is a high-quality rosin blend that removes soft  
 and strong hairs  
• Style your wax by adding more variation with the Colour &  
 Glitter cube three-pack selection 

It is an elasticated, rosin-based wax that contains no synthetic 
beeswax blend. It applies easily and dries quickly, without breaking 
or cracking on removal. It is advised to use on all skin types leaving the 
skin feeling smooth and silky without any sticky residue. 

Caution: Allergic reactions to rosin include redness, tingling and 
hives.  
Tip: Advise clients to take antihistamines before and after waxing 
appointments. 
 

  Bar code: 5999861653188  
  Article Nr. TWT10100024 

55-63°C
wax heater
temperature

52-60°C
wax heater
temperature

APPLICATION AND REMOVAL FILM WAX                          

APPLICATION AND REMOVAL

FILM WAX

FILM WAX is a new age strip free wax that is referred to as a strip 
less wax and is best used on the face, bikini, and underarm. Some 
cosmeticians also prefer to use it on the larger body areas, including 
the back, chest, legs, and arms. However, it is unhygienic to recycle 
wax and can become expensive for the client compared to using strip 
wax, otherwise known as soft wax, on the body.  

BENEFITS:  
• Flexible, strong and is easy to apply for hair removal  
• Contains no beeswax blend for hypersensitive skin types 
• Sensational fragrances and colours 
• Best for fast waxers using fewer applications 

HOW TO USE FILM WAX:  
Film Wax is a LOW-temperature wax, THINLY applied in the same 
direction of hair growth and removed in the opposite direction of hair 
growth, parallel to the body, to prevent breaking the hairs or lifting 
the skin. 

WAX AREAS RECOMMENDED: Face, eyebrow, nose, ears, lip, chin, 
underarm, arms, bikini & intimate, legs, chest, back and full legs  
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STEP 1-2-3

How to use:  

Note: Standard heating requirements apply for waxing. 
It is advised to test the wax before applying it to the client. 

1. Add Premium or Fusion cubes 125ml into a clean empty wax 
 tin or directly into wax heaters.   

2. Select a cube from the Supernova Depil by Helia-D Colour 
 and Glitter cube 13ml and add to the Premium or Fusion 
 cubes 125ml. Melt the cube/s on medium to high heat for 
 15 minutes, mix and lower the temperature to the desired 
 heat for waxing; depending on the amount of wax in the 
 heater, you can further add 125ml wax cubes-test wax on wrist 
 before applying to the client. 

3. It is recommended to add 1 x 13ml colour and/or glitter   
 cube to 1000 ml of wax. To create your wax style, use the colour 
 wheel as a guide for different options of colour and 
 glitter shades. Then, continue adding more blocks of 125ml 
 Premium or Fusion wax until the wax heater is full. Colours vary 
 depending on the variance between Premium or Fusion wax 
 and colour & glitter cubes. Finally, stir the wax cubes 
 as desired for colour effect. 

4. To maintain a constant wax temperature in waxheaters, keep them  
 full of wax at all times. 

5. The most important part of waxing is to have an  enjoyable 
 waxing experience and choose colours that match your 
 creative flair, personality and style. 

COLOUR & GLITTER CUBES 

APPLICATION 
AND REMOVAL

         COLOUR & GLITTER CUBES
  

     CREATE AND 
        STYLE  YOUR     
     WAX WITH   
SUPERNOVA DEPIL
   BY HELIA-D 

It is time that cosmeticians choose their wax colours and 
glitters that suit their style and personality.

Supernova Depil by Helia-D has formulated four unique 
wax bases for hot and film wax variants that can be used 
for different hair growth and skin types. 

You can choose the best wax base for your salon. Then, 
all you have to do is add a colour or glitter cube of your 
choice to create your favourite wax colour combination!

Yellow

Blue

Green

Pink

Orange

Gold

Silver

Pink

5999861653249 TWT133X1324 

5999861653263 TWT143X1324

5999861653287 TWT153X1324

5999861653300 TWT163X1324

5999861653324 TWT173X1324

5999861653348 TWT183X1324

5999861653362 TWT193X1324

5999861653386 TWT203X1324

Bar code Article Nr.

3x13ml (3x0,43 FL. OZ.) 
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STEP 1-2-3PREMIUM STRIP WAX

APPLICATION 
AND REMOVAL

         PREMIUM STRIP WAX
  

CARTRIDGE PREMIUM PINK
100ml (27,05 FL OZ) 

  Bar code: 5999861653126  
  Article Nr. TWT07010024

CARTRIDGE PREMIUM BLUE
100ml (27,05 FL OZ) 

  Bar code: 5999861653140  
  Article Nr. TWT08010024

It is a rosin free strip wax that is available in 
two variants. The pink and blue coloured 
cartridges are thinly applied and best used on 
sensitive skin types. It leaves no sticky residue.  

How to use: Insert the cartridge into the wax 
heater roller system. Roll the temperature-

controlled heater on the skin in the same 
direction of hair growth and remove it in 

the opposite direction of hair growth 
using a wax strip.  

Recommended: Arms, legs, chest, back

18
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STEP 1-2-3FUSION STRIP WAX

APPLICATION 
AND REMOVAL

         FUSION STRIP WAX
  

Recommended: Arms, legs, chest, back

CARTRIDGE FUSION 
ORANGE
100ml (3,38 FL OZ) 

A rosin-based strip wax with Titanium Dioxide, used for all skin types 
leaving no sticky residue during waxing. 

How to use: Insert the cartridge into the wax heater roller system. Roll 
the temperature-controlled heater on the skin in the same direction 
of hair growth and remove it in the opposite direction of hair growth 
using a wax strip. 

  Bar code: 5999861653225  
  Article Nr. TWT12010024 

FUSION STRIP WAX 
ORANGE 800ml (27,05 FL OZ)

How to use:  THINLY applied in the same direction of hair growth and 
removed in the opposite direction of hair growth, parallel to the body, 
to prevent breaking the hairs or lifting the skin. 

Caution: Allergic reactions to rosin include redness, tingling and 
hives.  

Tip: Advise clients to take antihistamines before and after waxing 
appointments.  

  Bar code: 5999861653201  
  Article Nr. TWT11080024 

43°C
wax heater
temperature

supernovadepil.com20
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STEP 1-2-3AFTER WAX CARE

AFTER WAX CARE

22

BLUE ICE AFTER WAX GEL
250ml (8,45 FL OZ) 

Benefit:  Due to its alcohol content and active ingredients, it soothes 
and cleanses the skin effectively and may prevent ingrown hairs. A 
tingling sensation is normal due to the alcohol content. 

How to use: Apply After Wax Gel, and it can be combined with the 
Soothing Protection cream for best results. 

  Bar code: 5999861653027 
  Article Nr. TWT02025010  

SOOTHING PROTECTION 
CREAM  250ml (8,45 FL OZ) 

Benefit: It soothes the skin and removes any sticky residue that might 
have been left after waxing. 
The Soothing Protection cream is an aromatic post-wax cream that 
contains aloe vera, which can protect the skin, help increase hydration, 
and improve the skin's ability to retain moisture, making the skin 
smoother after waxing. In addition, vitamin E has a strong antioxidant 
effect, increasing hydration and strengthening the skin barrier. 
How to use: Apply the Soothing Protection cream after waxing the 
face and body, which can also be combined with the Blue Ice After 
Wax Gel. 

  Bar code: 5999861653041
  Article Nr. TWT03025010

After the wax treatment, clients should 
feel pampered with glowing, soft skin. 
In addition, minimising any chances of 
breakout or ingrown hairs, creating a 
lasting impression of the experience is 
essential.  

Post wax products are formulated to return 
the correct moisture balance, soothe and 
calm the skin. 
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WAXING ACCESSORIES   
     

WAXING ACCESSORIES        

24

WAX TIN
800ml (27,05 FL OZ)

How to Use: Place in the wax heater and use as an insert for waxing. 

Supernova Depil by Helia-D Wax Tin - Empty 

  Bar Code: 5999861653447 
  Article Nr. TWK800SZETT 

WAX COLLARS
20 pieces

Supernova Wax Collars are used to prevent wax from seeping into the 
bottom of the wax heater.  

How to use: Place the wax collar around the wax tin either from the top 
beneath the wax tin insert or pulled up from the bottom of the wax tin, 
sliding it to the top of the wax tin until securely in place.  
Dispose of after use. Wax collars are a preventative measure for wax 
dripping into the bottom of the wax heater; however, they do not 
replace the regular cleaning of wax heaters.  

  Bar Code: 5999861653461 
  Article Nr. TWKGALLER20  

WAX SPATULAS BODY AND 
FACE 100 PIECES

Use: Apply the wax with the wooden spatula and dispose of it after 
each application to maintain hygiene and prevent the spread of 
infection. Body fluids can cause bacterial infections when re-dipped 
into the wax. 

  Body Bar code: 5999861653423  
  Article Nr. TWKSPATTEST 

  Face Bar code: 5999861653409  
  Article Nr. TWKSPATARC 

WAX STRIP 

How to use: Wax strips are used with strip wax using either a spatula 
or roller system. The wax strip is placed over the application area of the 
Supernova strip wax and firmly rubbed with the palm.  
Always support the skin and remove strip wax in the opposite direction 
of hair growth without lifting the skin.  

Supernova Depil by Helia-D Wax Strip Roll 100m 

  Bar Code: 5999861653546  
  Article Nr.  TWKTEKERCS  

Supernova Depil by Helia-D Wax Strip Pre-cuts 100 pcs 

  Bar Code: 5999861653560  
  Article Nr.  TWKCSIK100  

Supernova Depil by Helia-D Wax Strip Pre-cuts 200 pcs 

  Bar Code: 5999861653584  
  Article Nr.  TWKCSIK200  

SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-D

supernovadepil.com
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SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-D

supernovadepil.com

RECOMMENDED WAX TREATMENT TIMES 
FOR COSMETICIANS  

TREATMENT TYPE SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-D WAX TYPE TIME ALLOCATION

Eyebrows - Using Hot/Film wax Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax  10 min 

Nose / Ears Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax  10 min 

Lip  Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax  5 min 

Chin and Jaw line  Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax  10 min 

Full Face wax  Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax  25 min 

Underarm using Hot / Film and clean  
up with Strip wax  

Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax using Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 800ml 10 min 

Arms- Strip wax, half above elbows Premium Pink / Blue 100ml Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 100 ml/800ml 15 min 

Arms- Hot/film wax  Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax 30 min 

Chest with Strip wax  Premium Pink / Blue 100ml Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 100 ml/800ml 15 min 

Chest with Hot / Film wax Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax 30 min 

Back and Shoulders with Strip wax  Premium Pink / Blue 100ml Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 100 ml/800ml 15 min 

Back and Shoulders with Hot / 
Film wax Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax  30 min 

Half Leg using Strip wax from 
above the knee 

Premium Pink / Blue 100ml Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 100 ml/800ml 15 min 

Half Leg using Hot / Film wax 
from above the knee Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax 30 min 

Full Leg- Strip wax that includes the 
exterior of bum 

Premium Pink / Blue 100ml Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 100 ml/800ml 30 min 

Full Leg- Hot / Film wax that includes the 
exterior of bum Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax 60 min 

Bikini area as demarcated by tangas Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax using Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 800ml 10 min 

Brazilian wax (Female)  Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax using Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 800ml 15 min 

Brazilian wax (Male) Premium / Fusion-Hot / Film wax using Fusion Strip wax 
Orange 800ml 25 min 

WAXING ACCESSORIES   
     

GLOVES (S, M, L) 

Use gloves during all wax treatments and dispose of them after use. Use the size that best fits your hand. 
For example, vinyl gloves are a better option for less sticker application and removal of depilatory wax. 

Supernova Depil by Helia-D Gloves pair (S) 
 
  Bar Code: 5999861653485 
  Article Nr. TWKKESZTYUS   

Supernova Depil by Helia-D Gloves pair (L) 
 
  Bar Code: 5999861653522 
  Article Nr. TWKKESZTYUL     

Supernova Depil by Helia-D Gloves pair (M) 
 
  Bar Code: 5999861653508 
  Article Nr. TWKKESZTYUM   



Helia-D & Supernova Kft.
Hungary, 1036 Budapest, Bécsi út 85.

Supernova Export Contact Details 
 Melinda Hazafi van der Walt 

Email: melinda.hazafi@helia-d.hu 
Training Venue 1035, Budapest, Pacsirtamező 11/A

www.supernovadepil.com


